Library – New EUI Theses July/August 2015

# 1  The political economy of financial risk & preferences / Anna Auf Dem Brinke
Auf Dem Brinke, Anna
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 324.9 AUF

# 2  Essays in applied econometrics and finance / Reinhard Ellwanger
Ellwanger, Reinhard
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 332.015195 ELL

# 3  Perceiving manipulated information in the internet age: a comparative analysis: the cases of Austria, Italy and the Netherlands / Vasyl V. Kucherenko
Kucherenko, Vasyl V.
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 302.231 KUC

# 4  Centripetal democracy: democratic legitimacy and regional integration in Belgium, Switzerland and the European Union / Joseph Lacey
Lacey, Joseph
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 321.8094 LAC

# 5  Time use, income and social class: shedding light on the social foundations of subjective well-being / Juana Lamote de Grignon Pérez
Lamote de Grignon Pérez, Juana
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 305.5094 LAM

# 6  Immigration and integration in a Mediterranean city: the making of the citizen in fifteenth-century Barcelona / Carolina Obradors Suazo
Obradors Suazo, Carolina
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 946.7202-J OBR

# 7  Institutional affinities and extending working life: the effectiveness of activation policies in The Netherlands, Germany and Italy / Silvia Rossetti
Rossetti, Silvia
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 306.38094 ROS

# 8  Faith and citizenship among the Nur community in Turkey: a study in Islamic socio-political imagination / Maria Concetta Tedesco
Tedesco, Maria Concetta
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 320.55709561 TED

# 9  Creating an 'international mind'? : the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in Europe, 1911-1940 / Jens Wegener
Wegener, Jens
Florence: European University Institute, 2015
LIB 940.5-Q WEG
# 10  Memory in action : mediatised public memory and the symbolic construction of conflict in student movements / Lorenzo Zamponi
Zamponi, Lorenzo
Florence : European University Institute, 2015
LIB 303.484094 ZAM